RIDESHARE 101
HOW TO USE UBER & LYFT

Description: This series of two classes (4.5 hours of instruction/hands-on) is aimed at seniors who want practical experience with rideshare apps like Uber and Lyft. Attendees will have their questions answered, learn to use their smartphone to order rides, and even take a ride with a partner to and from the class site. Attendees for the hands on portion are required to bring their smartphone. The first session is open to those with and without smartphones. This program is supported by MCOA.

Presenter: Jane Gould, Phd is the author of "Aging in Suburbia," a book about transportation choices and future mobility. She is trained as a transportation planner and has more than fifteen years of experience developing campaigns for transit and public agencies. She keeps an interactive blog on technology, www.DearSmartphone.com, and has been an active trainer for Rideshare since 2016. Jane is a longtime volunteer for the TRIPPS Program at the Brookline COA.

SCHEDULE THIS PROGRAM AT YOUR SENIOR CENTER BY CONTACTING TRIPPS AT THE BROOKLINE SENIOR CENTER

TRIPPS PROGRAM OF THE BROOKLINE COUNCIL ON AGING
93 Winchester Street
Brookline, MA 02445
Contact: Maria Foster
mfoster@brooklinema.gov
(617)730-2644
tripps.mass.org